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Definition 1 [5]: Y-G Splicing System. r u,x,v:y,x,z s uxv s yxz
I s s r I uxz yxz
u x v y z A A
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S A I R L L S
Definition 3 [3]: Palindromic Rule. I
Definition 4: Inverse Complement 
x y x y x y A I I
inverse complement
I I
THE NUMBER PATTERNS OF SINGLE STAGE SPLICING LANGUAGES 





Proof:  S A I R I I I
  
  
 I I  
I abaa I abaa
r a ba b a b A a b
Crabab abab abab abab abab abab abab
abab abab abab abab abab
I babb I cabc
r b ab b c ab c a b c A a b
C
r
bbab cbac bbab cbac abac cbab bbac
abac bbaa cbac abab c bac
I babb I babb
r b ab b b ab b a b A a b
C
rbbab bbab bbab bbab bbab bbab bbaa
abab bbaa bbaa abab abab
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I I
u v w r v t R I uvw I rvt I I A
I I S
r ruvw rvt uvw rvt uvt rvw
I I
u v w u v w R I uvw I uvw I I A
I I S
r ruvw uvw uvw uvw uvw uvw
I I
u v w r s t R v s
I uvw I rst I I A I I S
r ruvw rst uvw rst uvr w st
I I
u v w r s t R I uvw I uvw rst I I A I
u v w R
I I
I uvw I uvw I I A I I S
r ruvw uvw uvw uvw uvw uvw
I I
I uvw I uvw I I A I I
S





Proof: S A I R
I abaa I aaba r a ba b a ab b a b A a b
I I
rabab aabb abab aabb aabb





u v w r s t R v s
m uvw m rst m m A m m S
r ruvw rst I
I I
EXAMPLES OF SINGLE STAGE SPLICING LANGUAGE IN TWO STRINGS 
SPLICING SYSTEM 
Example 1. S A I R
Mbo Aci A a c g t I ccgc gatc A R r r
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Example 2. S A I R Hpy
A a c g t I cgwcg cgwcg
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